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Dear readers,

Electric motor, hybrid, fuel cell – the IAA 2011 was marked 
by pioneering drive concepts. However, amidst the gen-
eral euphoria surrounding these technologies we should 
not forget that nearly all alternative drives are still in  
their infancy and that there are still many technological,  
economical and infrastructure-related hurdles to be over-
come before they are suitable for everyday use and can 
be introduced on all markets.

Internal combustion engines with exhaust gas turbo-
charging, on the other hand, have reached technical  
maturity yet still offer potential for improvement, they are 
cost-efficient yet also groundbreaking – which is why ever 
more manufacturers worldwide rely on them. The sheer 
potential this proven drive concept has to offer is brought 
into sharp focus in the new issue of TurboNews. We pre-
sent Renault and MINI, just two of the manufacturers now 
offering exhaust gas turbocharging with variable turbine 
geometry in small, state-of-the-art diesel engines that 
meet all demands when it comes to low fuel consumption 
and emissions. And Great Wall has now become the first 
Chinese manufacturer to also invest in VTG technology.

A lot has happened in the commercial vehicle sector, too. 
Here, the brand new Mercedes-Benz Actros with asym-
metric exhaust gas turbocharging already meets the strict 
Euro6 emissions standard, while DEUTZ produces an 
economical and low-emission common-rail turbodiesel 
for challenging off-highway applications.

Innovative power, market orientation and customer focus, 
however, are not only in demand when it comes to the 
technologies and products of BorgWarner. The ongoing 
switchover to lean production in Kirchheimbolanden,  
for example, will benefit our customers by improving  
our cost-efficiency, flexibility and quality. And with the  
construction of a new development and production site in 
Brazil and our new facility in Mexico, we are in good  
shape to profit from the increasing importance of the  
fast-growing market in North and South America. So, as 
you can see, BorgWarner has seen a number of inter-
esting new developments over the last few months.

We hope you have fun reading!

The editorial team
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Groundbreaking 
drives in focus

This year’s IAA international automobile 
exhibition in Frankfurt, Germany, once 
again illustrated the current trends in 
the automotive industry. Environmen-
tally friendly and above all economical 
vehicles were the clear focus of the 
models presented and also lay at 
the heart of studies and concepts. 
low CO2 emissions play an ever more 
important role for manufacturers world-
wide. Europe, the USA and China have 
all enforced stricter fuel consumption 
standards, and in Korea and Japan 
intensive discussions on this very sub-
ject are currently taking place. As such, 
the internal combustion engine contin-
ues to play a dominant role in modern 
mobility – often combined intelligently 
with hybrid technology. Although elec-
tromobility remains highly topical in 
the media, it has already lost some of 
its appeal due to a more realistic assess-
ment of the challenges and possibilities. 

Downsizing combined with exhaust gas 
turbocharging, on the other hand, is the 
engine concept one can find at the 
trade fair stands and in the showrooms 
of almost every vehicle manufacturer. 
It represents the present and future 
of the internal combustion engine. This 
issue of TurboNews presents just a 
few interesting examples which provide 
a hint of what is still possible in future.

Sadly, two years after the great finan-
cial and economic crisis, this year’s 
IAA was also dominated by speculation 
about the further economic develop-
ment due to the debt crisis in the 

USA and Europe. Here it is of decisive 
importance that the world of politics 
acts to ensure reliable framework con-
ditions in the markets and win back lost 
confidence.

Despite the renewed turbulence, the 
outlook is positive for the growth and 
progress of the turbocharger industry. 
In terms of technology, service and 
quality, BorgWarner is working inten-
sively on asserting its position as the 
leading manufacturer of turbocharg-
ers. And the company has already 
enjoyed great success: In a recent 
worldwide customer satisfaction survey 
we received very positive feedback and 
good ratings. Nevertheless, teams 
around the world are already working 
on improvements suggested by our 
customers, allowing us to improve a 
little every day – to ensure the satis-
faction of our customers.

Ulli Fröhn, Vice President Sales & Marketing 

at BorgWarner Turbo Systems.
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RENAUlT pRESENTS ECONOMICAl DIESEl ENGINE 
WITH VTG TURBOCHARGER

In the future, when it comes to environmental friendliness and 
climate protection, Renault wants to leave the competition in its 
wake. Not only is the French automotive manufacturer hard at work 
on bringing a whole range of electric vehicles to series production, 
the internal combustion engines are also to become even more 
economical and emissions are to be reduced even further. The 
latest member of Renault’s engine range is the Energy dCi 130 – 
a compact diesel engine with VTG turbocharger from BorgWarner.

Eco-mobile

Economical and fun – the Renault Scenic is both 
thanks to the latest engine technology.
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Eco-mobile
In the future, when it comes to environ-
mental friendliness and climate protec-
tion, Renault wants to leave the compe-
tition in its wake. Not only is the French 
automotive manufacturer hard at work 
on bringing a whole range of electric 
vehicles to series production, the inter-
nal combustion engines are also to 
become even more economical and 
emissions are to be reduced even 
further. The latest member of Renault’s 
engine range is the Energy dCi 130 – 
a compact diesel engine with VTG 
turbocharger from BorgWarner.

High performance, 
low fuel consumption
The dCi 130 made its debut in Renault’s 
Scenic and Grand Scenic models. 
Renault applied for no less than 15 
patents for the new four-cylinder turbo-
diesel, which teases 129 hp (96 kW) 
out of a displacement of 1.6 liters (97.6 
cubic inches). With diesel fuel con-
sumption of an impressive 53 mpg US 
(64 mpg UK) and CO2 emissions of less 
than 115 g/km (185 g/mile), the engine 
truly sets new standards – while at the 
same time offering outstanding driving 
pleasure. This is catered for by the 
maximum torque of 320 Nm (236 lb-ft), 
which is available from just 1,500 rpm.

The very latest turbo
It’s the turbocharger in particular that 
enables the modern engine to boast 
these excellent performance and con-
sumption values. BorgWarner Turbo 
Systems’ contribution to the engine 
was the very latest BV38 turbocharger 
with variable turbine geometry. In con-
trast to conventional VTG turbocharg-
ers with straight turbine vanes, the 
turbine vanes of the new turbo have an 
S-vane design, significantly improving 
the thermodynamics, response and 
controllability of the charging system. 
Furthermore, the BV38 is a particularly 
compact turbocharger, thus allowing it 
to be easily combined with Renault’s 
low-pressure exhaust gas recirculation 
system. BorgWarner developed a spe-
cial coating for the milled impeller wheel 

to enable the turbocharger to resist 
even the highest thermal loads and offer 
a high level of reliability.

Tomorrow’s engine
The new Energy dCi 130 replaces the 
old 1.9 liter (115.9 cubic inch) diesel 
engine in the Renault range and is avail-
able with automatic start-stop function 
and regenerative braking system, thus 
allowing a reduction in fuel consump-
tion and CO2 emissions of around 
20 % compared to the previous model. 
Alongside the Scenic and Grand Scenic, 
the new unit will also power the other 
mid-range models from Renault and 
Nissan. The small turbodiesel marks an 
important milestone on the road to 
Renault’s ambitious environmental goals 
and once again demonstrates how 
much potential there is in combining 
downsizing with state-of-the-art exhaust 
gas turbocharging.

The innovative BV38 turbocharger is characterized 
by turbine vanes in the S-vane design and a specially 
coated impeller wheel.
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DEUTZ pRODUCES lOW-EMISSION TURBODIESEl 
FOR OFF-HIGHWAy ApplICATIONS

Stricter emissions limits for mobile machinery with more than 
174 hp (130 kW) have been in force in the USA and Europe since 
January 2011. In comparison to the previous standards, the new 
Tier 4i and EU Stage IIIB emissions standards stipulate a reduction 
of up to 90 % in particle emissions and 50% in nitrogen oxide 
emissions, making them an enormous challenge for the commercial 
vehicle industry – a challenge that DEUTZ AG meets with the very 
latest engine technology.

Since the start of the year, engine spe-
cialist DEUTZ has been producing the 
successor of the TCD 2012 in the shape 
of the TCD 6.1 l6 – a robust, economi-
cal and environmentally-friendly unit 
primarily used in agricultural machines. 
The engineers used the development to 
make significant improvements regard-
ing the power density and dynamic 
response of the drive as well as fuel 
consumption and emissions. To do so, 
extensive changes and the utilization of 
highly sophisticated technology were 

necessary. Alongside an SCR exhaust 
gas aftertreatment system, modern four-
valve technology and a common-rail 
system with up to 2000 bar injection 
pressure for the engine variants with 
higher performance, the new TCD 6.1 
l6 contains one of the latest B-gener-
ation turbochargers from BorgWarner.

Boosting with finesse
BorgWarner had several hurdles to 
overcome when developing a suitable 
turbocharger. For example, the exhaust 

gas temperature before the catalytic 
converter had to be raised from 250°C 
to 300°C (482°F to 572°F) as quickly as 
possible to guarantee effective exhaust 
gas processing by the SCR system just 
a short time after starting the engine 
and to ensure the engine meets the 
high requirements with regard to per-
formance, torque and fuel consumption 
at the same time. For this reason, the 
BorgWarner engineers worked together 
with DEUTZ to develop an exhaust gas 
turbocharger with electric waste gate 
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The new B-turbocharger from 
BorgWarner is designed for 
tough off-highway applications. 
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CAMpINAS FACIlITy CElEBRATES pRODUCTION OF 
3 MIllION COMMERCIAl VEHIClE TURBOCHARGERS

Hot on the heels of the 35th anniversary of the Campinas facility in 2010, BorgWarner’s 
Brazilian site had reason to celebrate another milestone in August 2011: The production 
of its three millionth turbocharger.

Over the last few years, Brazil’s vehicle market 
has grown like never before. The industry 
enjoyed record sales in the first half of 2011 – 
a trend from which BorgWarner Turbo Sys-
tems also profits. Because due to growing 
fuel prices and the forthcoming introduc-
tion of the new Euro 5 emissions standard 
in 2012, engines with exhaust gas turbo-
chargers are increasingly in demand in the 
Brazilian market.

BorgWarner has therefore been able to con-
stantly and significantly increase production 
figures in Campinas over the last few years. 
The three millionth commercial vehicle turbo-
charger has already left the production line. 
This milestone was celebrated with a huge 

festival on August 1 and was also attended 
by Tim Manganello, BorgWarner’s Chief 
Executive Officer. During his visit, he took 
the opportunity to have a look at the future 
BorgWarner campus in Itatiba, a new facility 
boasting an area of 1.08 million square 
feet (100,000 square meter) located around 
43 miles north-west of São paulo that will 
combine a production facility and a devel-
opment center with 215,000 square feet 
(20,000 square meter) at a single site. The 
new facility will replace the Campinas site 
and is set to start operation in Decem -
ber 2012. With the new production plant, 
BorgWarner is ideally positioned to respond 
to the growing demands and production
figures of the automotive industry in Brazil.

Top seller

BorgWarner CEO Tim Manganello and Arnaldo Iezzi Jr., General Manager of BorgWarner in Brazil, celebrated the success 
with the workforce in Campinas.

Future-oriented: The future 
BorgWarner location in Itatiba.
Future-oriented: The future 
BorgWarner location in Itatiba.
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actuator, which is controlled via a fast 
CAN bus system. This system’s short 
reaction times allow boost pressure 
to be adapted quickly and flexibly, while 
at the same time improving pressure 
regulation across the entire engine per-
formance range. In comparison to the 
previous model, the TCD 6.1 l6 there-
fore delivers 13 % more performance 
and approximately 10 % more torque.

Space requirements were another 
daunting challenge for the developers. 
Due to the narrowness of tractor en-
gines, the turbo had to be positioned 
above the valve hood. The resulting 
course of the exhaust pipe leads to 
greater vibration and places a higher 
strain on the turbocharger and waste 
gate actuator. To cope with these tough 
conditions, the new turbocharger was 
equipped with a milled aluminum im-
peller wheel and an improved turbine 
casing. The boosting system was tested 
for robustness and reliability under 
worst-case circumstances and is thus 
well-equipped for use in challenging 
off-highway applications.

Ready for the most exacting demands
Thanks to optimized turbocharging tech-
nology and common-rail high-pressure 
injection, the top model of the new TCD 
6.1 l6 generation of engines harbors 
a maximum performance of 272 hp 
(203 kW) at 2,100 rpm and provides a 
powerful 1,170 Nm of torque at just 
1,450 rpm. The unit is distinguished by 
its smooth running and outstanding 
cold start properties, even under the 
often extreme conditions encountered 
when used in construction and agricul-
tural machinery. The high-tech turbo-
charger for the new DEUTZ engine is 
produced at the ultra-modern facilities 
at BorgWarner’s Bradford site, along-
side the wide range of turbochargers 
also manufactured there for the DEUTZ 
engine range. As such, the new B2 
seamlessly takes its place in the history 
of successful collaboration between 
DEUTZ and BorgWarner.
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“Clean, Clever & Competitive” is the 
project name for the reorganization of 
production, and it aims to make the 
Kirchheimbolanden facility the world’s 
best turbocharger factory. The starting 
point of the reorganization is marked 
by the structures that have grown 
as a result of the rapid increase in 
pro duction volume. The manufacturing 
area for electron beam-welded shafts 
and wheels was chosen as the refer-
ence project and model for the reor-
gani zation of the facility. Following a 
comprehensive analysis of the existing 
process structures, suitable manu  fac-
turing segments were formed and new 
layouts planned. The new manufac-

turing layouts then had to be imple-
mented while operation continued at full 
capacity – a huge challenge, which the 
Kibo specialists successfully mastered 
with the help of a holistic, integrated 
project plan.

Improving efficiency
Within the scope of the project, the 
first production line for electron beam-
welded shafts and wheels for pas-
senger cars has moved to a new 
location. It was possible to con-
sistently implement the design 
principles for lean production 
in line with the BorgWarner 
production System within the 

framework of the relocation. The essen-
tial measures included dividing the 
plant into logically coherent units and 
reorganizing the manufacturing seg-
ments into so-called U-cells in line with 
the flow principle. The main advantages 
of the new linear design are the short 
distances, a transparent and targeted 
material flow and the fact that employ-
ees can get together at a meeting place 
at the center of the U-cell to exchange 
information regarding the current status 
of the line and inform one another of 
any problems.

Following its successful implementa-
tion, this first line was used as a refer-
ence project for the subsequent reloca-
tions within the facility. More production 
lines are to be installed using this as 
a blueprint.

BorgWarner’s production System is a 
series production concept that combines 
the productivity of mass manufacturing 
with the flexibility and quality of job pro-
duction. The aim here is to match our 
manufacturing to customers’ needs while 
minimizing waste of any kind of resources. 
Shortening the throughput time by elimi-
nating all non-value-adding components 
is the central sphere of activity here. 
Because we only manufacture what the 
customer or the downstream segments 
need, only minimal material and storage 
capacities are needed.

Lean production based on the BorgWarner 
Production System

BORGWARNER IN KIRCHHEIMBOlANDEN 
SWITCHES TO lEAN pRODUCTION

BorgWarner Turbo Systems has secured itself global technological leader-
ship with its innovative turbocharging systems. But the turbocharger 
specialist is equally reliant on innovative processes in order to be able to 
offer its customers maximum quality in terms of both products and service. 
This is particularly relevant to the manufacturing process at the Kirchheim-
bolanden site, which is currently being switched to lean production following 
the example set by the BorgWarner Production System.

Kibo streamlines 
for success

Old flow principle New flow principle
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The new flow principle with U-cells ensures short 
distances and a transparent, targeted material flow.



The preparations for ISO 14001:2004 certification began 
in mid-2010, after the Rzeszów site had completed 
implementation of the international quality management 
standard ISO/TS 16949:2009. Alongside continuously 
improving processes and meeting the most exacting 
customer demands, the management’s aim here was 
also to establish an environment management system 
that reconciles environmental protection and prevention 
of pollution with the company’s economic objectives. 
The Rzeszów facility was awarded the Green Building 
Silver Certificate for its environmentally friendly method 
of construction from the U.S. Green Building Council in 
2010. Following this, the logical next step was to intro-
duce rigorous environmental management to ensure that 
the 59,200 square foot site will continue to set standards 
in environmental friendliness in the long term. The ISO 
14001:2004 certificate was awarded to BorgWarner on 
May 18, 2011 by DNV (Det Norske Veritas).

BORGWARNER TURBO SySTEMS IN pOlAND RECEIVES ISO 14001:2004 CERTIFICATE

Distinguished
BorgWarner Turbo Systems opened a state-of-the-art 
production facility for turbochargers in Rzeszów, 
Poland in mid-2009, where managers and staff 
have been working systematically on guaranteeing 
the very highest quality standards ever since. Certi-
fication to ISO 14001:2004 is the latest success 
story of the Polish site.

Securing standards
Alongside the machine layout in line 
with the criteria of a lean production 
line, the topic of standardization is 
another focus of the current reorgani-
zation measures. A working environ-
ment is being shaped in Kibo in which 
employees can identify deviations from 
the defined standards at a glance. 
In the event of deviations, standards are 
restored immediately in order to safe-
guard previous improvements. likewise, 
introduced standards will be adapted 
and optimized where necessary. As 
such, standardization forms the basis 
for continuous and sustainable im-
provement.

With the reorganization, BorgWarner in 
Kirchheimbolanden is laying the foun-
dations that will allow the company to 
meet the requirements of auto manu-
facturers in an even more efficient and 
flexible manner and secure the very 
highest quality standards. lean pro-
duction will therefore guarantee the 
competitiveness of the turbocharger 
specialist in the long term.

Distinguished

The Rzeszów facility was awarded the Green Building 
Silver Certificate for its environmentally friendly method 
of construction from the U.S. Green Building Council in 
2010. Following this, the logical next step was to intro-
duce rigorous environmental management to ensure that 
the 59,200 square foot site will continue to set standards 
in environmental friendliness in the long term. The ISO 
14001:2004 certificate was awarded to BorgWarner on Quality and environmental protection are 

top priorities for BorgWarner Turbo Systems 
in Poland.
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In developing the new 1.6 liter (98 cubic 
inch) four-cylinder common-rail diesel 
engine, the MINI engineers chose  
the latest generation of BorgWarner’s 
BV35 turbocharger with variable tur-
bine geometry and electrical actuator. 
The transversely mounted direct injec-
tion unit is celebrating its premiere  
in the new model range and is available 
in two different versions. In the MINI 
One D and One D Clubman models,  
it generates 66 kW (90 hp), while the 
Cooper D, Cooper D Clubman and, for 
the first time also the Cooper Cabrio, 
get a 82 kW (112 hp) version. 

MINI ONE D AND ONE D ClUBMAN NOW WITH VTG TURBODIESEl

Since BMW released its contemporary reinterpretation of the legendary  
Mini in 2001, this cute small car has become a cult vehicle that appeals to  
the most diverse of audiences. In 2007, the MINI Clubman was then added  
to the range, allowing die-hard MINI fans to stand out even more from the 
generic automotive crowd. The manufacturer is now presenting a compact 
successor to the 1.6 liter (98 cubic inch) diesel engine originally employed in 
the MINI One D and One D Clubman. This new unit impresses with maximum 
pickup and minimum fuel consumption.

Welcome to the club

Impressive consumption figures
Thanks to the latest exhaust gas turbo-
charging, the small diesel unit offers  
optimized efficiency and improved  
performance, which drivers can sense 
through improved agility. This makes 
the new engine’s fuel efficiency all the 
more amazing, with the Cooper D and 
One D achieving an almost incredible 
61.9 mpg US (74.3 mpg UK) in the test 
cycle. The CO2 emissions are also  
limited to just 99 g/km (159 g/mile). 

Combining a fun drive with impressive fuel economy: 
The BV35 turbocharger from BorgWarner.
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The MINI Clubman is a refined compact  
station wagon for the individualist. 

Sophistication and refinement
The use of a BorgWarner BV35 turbo-
charger made it possible to reduce  
the displacement of the 2 liter (122  
cubic inch) diesel engine, which has 
been available in various BMW models 
since 2007, to just 1.6 liters (97 cubic 
inches). The engineers were also able 
to maintain the optimum bore and 
stroke ratio in the combustion cham-
bers. To achieve spontaneous response 
and increased engine efficiency even at 
low revs, the experts from BorgWarner 
chose to employ variable turbine ge -
ometry when developing the turbo-
charger. This ensures ideally matched 
power delivery in all rev bands.

Latest generation VTG
The BV35 employs turbine vanes with 
the so-called “S-vane” design which 
are curved in opposite directions at 
each end. This offers both improved 
thermodynamics and controllability.  
An electric actuator is responsible for 
the precise and fast adjustments of  

FIAT BRAZIl GATHERS INFORMATION ON  
pOWERTRAIN TECHNOlOGy FROM BORGWARNER

A powerful drive
For years, the Brazilian vehicle market has been 
continuously growing in importance – particularly 
for international manufacturers. BorgWarner there-
fore gave high-ranking representatives from Fiat 
Powertrain Technologies in Brazil the chance to 
get up close and personal with the latest power-
train technologies on-site.

Together with other specialists, Paul Chapman and Patrick 
Sweetland presented the latest technologies from BorgWarner.

Around 80 engineers, purchasing and marketing ex-
perts from both companies got together for a technical 
workshop at Fiat powertrain Technologies in Betim  
at the start of April. Alongside engineers and other 
specialists from Italy, Germany and the Brazilian site  
in Campinas, paul Chapman, Vice president Sales 
Commercial Diesel, and patrick Sweetland, Vice presi-
dent Engineering, also participated. The Turbo Sys-
tems, Morse TEC and Drivetrain Systems divisions of 
BorgWarner presented the latest technical solutions 
for boosting performance and efficiency while reduc-
ing exhaust emissions.

BorgWarner was able to impressively underline its 
claim for market leadership in the powertrain sector 
with innovative technologies and position itself as a 
specialized partner for future development projects. 
The latest fruit of the current cooperation between Fiat 
and BorgWarner is a high-tech 3 liter (183 cubic inch) 
common-rail diesel commercial vehicle engine with 
R2S system from Turbo Systems, which is soon to be 
launched in North America (see report in this issue).

the turbine vanes, thereby controlling 
the pressure before the turbine. At low 
revs, the exhaust gas stream is acceler-
ated by a reduction in the cross section 
of the intake, thereby increasing the  
engine’s torque. In order to accept  
increasing volumes of exhaust gas, the 
vanes then open up a larger intake area 
at higher engine speeds. The 66 kW  
(89 hp) engine is therefore able to pro-
vide its maximum torque of 215 Nm 
(158 lb-ft) between just 1,750 and 2,500 
rpm, while the 82 kW (110 hp) version 
even offers up to 270 Nm (199 lb-ft)  
between 1,750 and 2,250 rpm. 

With the modern BV35 turbocharger  
in the MINI, variable turbine geometry  
is now also making its way into the  
small auto market. The new turbodiesel 
version of the cult car impressively 
demonstrates how downsizing allows 
driving pleasure and fuel efficiency to 
work in perfect harmony, even in the 
diesel arena.
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Whether dynamic performance, comfort, 
reliability, economy or environmental 
friendliness – the Actros sets new standards 
across the board.

One special feature of the 
new OM 471 turbodiesel 
is its turbocharger with 
asymmetric turbine casing.

Pulling power

An inline six-cylinder unit employing four-valve technology, 
asymmetric exhaust gas turbocharging, flexible X-pulse 
common-rail fuel injection system with increased pressure, 
dynamic three-tier engine brake, SCR technology, exhaust 
gas recirculation and particle filter – in the new BlueEfficiency 
power generation of engines, Mercedes-Benz combines 
cutting edge technologies to offer discerning commercial 
vehicle customers a pioneering drive.

Fit for Euro6
The effort certainly paid off, as the new OM 471 is an extremely 
dynamic, clean and economical unit that covers all typical 
requirements in European long-distance transport with four 
different versions. The common rail diesel is also the first 
engine in its class to comply with the Euro6 standard – 
two years before its binding introduction. As such, the engi-
neers at Mercedes-Benz have already overcome the tough 
challenge that other manufacturers still have to face: The 
drastic reduction of nitrogen oxides and particles in exhaust 
gases to almost immeasurably low levels. 

The power on offer in the four OM 471 versions ranges 
from 310 kW (421 hp) all the way up to 375 kW (510 hp), with 
maximum torque of between 2,100 and 2,500 Nm (1,550 and 
1,840 lb-ft). The rated speed of the new engines is 1,800 rpm 
for all versions, and maximum torque is available from 
just 1,100 rpm. Due to a steep power curve, all versions are 
capable of delivering almost maximum torque from just 
1,000 rpm and can even provide impressive torque below this 

engine speed. This allows the useable rev band to be extended 
down into the region of 800 to 900 rpm – with a correspond-
ingly positive influence on fuel consumption. The engineers 
actually achieved an impressive feat in terms of consumption, 
as all versions of the OM 471 set new benchmarks despite 
the extra technical stipulations that had to be met in order to 
comply with the Euro6 exhaust emissions standard.

Powered by BorgWarner
The turbocharger provided by BorgWarner plays a key role 
in the engine’s dynamic power delivery and impressive fuel 
efficiency. The turbocharger specialist is the preferred devel-
opment partner to Mercedes-Benz in this field – a role it 
has enjoyed since the introduction of the Euro2 standard. 
The boost for the OM 471 comes from a turbocharger with 
asymmetric turbine casing, fixed turbine geometry and inter-
cooling. The advantage of the asymmetric design is that 
the exhaust gas of the first three cylinders is fed directly to 
the turbine without any losses caused by the exhaust gas 
recirculation. This provides a noticeable improvement in 
terms of the engine’s response.

With the new Actros, Mercedes-Benz has impressively under-
lined its leading position as an innovative and customer-
focused commercial vehicle manufacturer. The new OM 471 
BlueEfficiency power generation of engines also represents 
yet another shining example of the successful, long-standing 
cooperation between Mercedes-Benz and BorgWarner 
Turbo Systems.

MERCEDES-BENZ ACTROS SETS NEW MIlESTONE IN THE FIElD 

OF ENGINE DEVElOpMENT

The new Actros from Mercedes-Benz, a much-publicized heavyweight, celebrated its world premiere in Brussels in 
mid-June. The renowned vehicle manufacturer presented a pioneering generation of commercial vehicles which sets 
new standards in its class. The many highlights of the new Actros include the completely redeveloped heavy duty 
engine, which is equipped with a BorgWarner turbocharger.

Whether dynamic performance, comfort, 
reliability, economy or environmental 
friendliness – the Actros sets new standards 
across the board.

An inline six-cylinder unit employing four-valve technology, 
asymmetric exhaust gas turbocharging, flexible X-pulse 
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A high level of reliability and an outstanding starting torque – 
combined with low fuel consumption and exhaust emissions – 
make the Fiat diesel engine for commercial vehicles a pioneer-
ing drive for light and medium-weight commercial vehicles. 
And in the development of the 161 hp (120 kW) unit, Fiat power-
train Technologies tapped into the expertise of BorgWarner.

Using the BorgWarner engineers’ many years of experience 
as their basis for developing sophisticated turbocharging tech-
nologies, Fiat powertrain Technologies created an extremely 
powerful and efficient R2S turbocharger system consisting
of a K03 turbocharger for the high-pressure stage and a 
B2 turbo for the low-pressure stage. Optimum sealing of the 
entire system, which minimizes blow-by and oil leaks, is just 
one of the factors ensuring a long service life and reliability. 
Thanks to the R2S system, the diesel engine for commercial 
vehicles delivers powerful performance with a maximum 
torque of 400 Nm (295 lb-ft). The engine consumes over 
10 % less diesel than its predecessor and meets the strict 
EpA 2010 emissions standard.

The 3.0 liter (183 cubic inch) common-rail diesel engine from 
Fiat powertrain Technologies is to make its debut in the USA 

Commercial vehicle engines with R2S regulated two-stage turbocharging from BorgWarner Turbo Systems have been 
proving their worth in Europe and Asia for several years. The 3 liter (183 cubic inch) common-rail diesel engine from Fiat 
Powertrain Technologies is a particularly high-performance and efficient example of this type of engine. A leading Asian 
commercial vehicle manufacturer is now looking to introduce the state-of-the-art unit to the North American market.

Division of labor: A K03 
and a B2 turbocharger 
from BorgWarner ensure 
a high torque regardless 
of the speed.

FIAT’S COMMERCIAl VEHIClE DIESEl ENGINE WITH R2S SySTEM FROM BORGWARNER 

GETS OUT OF THE BlOCKS IN NORTH AMERICA

New kid on the block
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and Canada and will be available in more than 40 countries 
worldwide by the end of 2012. The high grade of robustness, 
reliability and efficiency exhibited by the BorgWarner boost-
ing system allows use of the engine in even the toughest 
of conditions.

B2

K03

The new commercial vehicle diesel engine from Fiat Powertrain 
Technologies will initially be launched in North America.
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The American powertrain specialist now celebrates a first 
in supplying a BV43 turbocharger with variable turbine 
geometry (VTG) and the Torque-On-Demand (TOD®) 
transfer case to China, complete with electronic control 
unit and software. BorgWarner’s innovative solutions are 
used by the Great Wall Motor Company, one of China’s 
largest auto manufacturers, in the Hover/Haval H5 SUV, 
which is powered by a new 2 liter (122 cubic inch) turbo-
diesel with 110 kW (148 hp). The self-regulating glow plugs 
and exhaust gas recirculation valves used in Great Wall’s 
first diesel engine to be produced in-house are provided 
by BorgWarner, too. In the near future, the turbocharged 
diesel engine will also be available in light commercial 
vehicles and mid-sized cars.

Thanks to state-of-the-art technologies such as the highly 
efficient VTG turbocharger, the new turbodiesel meets 
the Euro4 emissions standard and achieves an impres-
sive average fuel consumption value of 34.6 mpg US 
(41.5 mpg UK). The EGR valve from BorgWarner has a 
brushless DC motor and allows precise control of the 
exhaust gas flows. When it comes to low consumption 
values while ensuring excellent handling, an important 
role is also played by the patented Torque-on-Demand 
transfer case, which ensures ideal all-wheel traction for 
any surface, thus combining the off-road abilities of 
an SUV with the road handling of a passenger vehicle. 
An intelligent electronic control unit guarantees that 
the transfer case automatically switches between two-
wheel drive and all-wheel drive without the need for 
intervention from the driver. Furthermore, self-regulating 
glow plugs allow the diesel engine to be started in a fast, 
safe and environmentally friendly manner, even at low 
temperatures.

With the support of BorgWarner, the Great Wall engi-
neers have developed a state-of-the-art drive that offers 
outstanding fuel efficiency and meets stringent emis-
sions standards in force worldwide. In terms of perfor-
mance and convenience, the Chinese auto manufacturer 
now also has an attractive drive that can punch its weight 
in the international arena.
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BORGWARNER SUpplIES VTG TURBOCHARGERS AND TORQUE-ON-DEMAND 
TRANSFER CASES TO CHINA

China’s automotive industry is currently in the fast lane. The land of the dragon has long 
since ceased to content itself with manufacturing vehicle parts or drives for foreign 
automotive suppliers or producing vehicles based on conventional models. Using their 
own ideas and innovative technologies, several manufacturers are now beating their 
own paths – and tapping into the expertise of BorgWarner in the process.

Made for China
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Made for China

Elegant design, modern drive: With the Hover/
Haval H5, Great Wall presents a highly attractive 
four-wheel drive vehicle.

BorgWarner Turbo Systems put a new manufacturing facility for turbocharging systems 
into operation in Mexico at the end of 2010. As such, the turbocharger specialist is 
responding to the rapid rise in demand for boosting systems in North America.

The turbo is gaining in popularity. Worldwide 
demand for this technology, which makes 
a significant contribution toward reducing 
fuel consumption and exhaust emissions, 
continues to enjoy strong growth. Demand 
for turbocharged diesel and gasoline engines 
with direct fuel injection is surging in North 
America in particular. In order to meet the 
growing clamor for modern turbochargers 
in this market, BorgWarner Turbo Systems 
added a new facility in the Mexican city 
of Ramos Arizpe to its global production 
capa cities at the end of 2010.

North America: Growth market no. 1
The Ramos site has been manufacturing 
turbochargers for a major North American 
gasoline engine program since November 
2010. End of this year, the planned will have 
a capcity of about 500,000 turbocharging 
systems. An increasing number of new cus-
tomer projects ensures that production figures 
will continue to grow. BorgWarner antici-
pates demand in North America to grow from 
the current level of 800,000 turbocharging 
systems to over 2 million units in 2016, 
making it the world’s fastest-growing market 
for turbochargers.

Quality site
The new manufacturing facility, which already 
employs more than 150 members of staff, 
is exceptionally well-positioned to tackle 
the major challenges of the coming years. 
Furthermore, its location close to the city 
of Monterrey – one of latin America’s most 
important industrial locations – means it can 
take advantage of an outstanding infrastruc-
ture for the automotive industry. The global 
resources of BorgWarner make it possible 
for the Ramos site to produce turbochargers 
that meet the very latest standards. Certi-
fication to ISO 14001 and ISO/TS 16949 
guarantees that the site demonstrably ful-
fills the high quality standards of the auto-
motive industry. 

BORGWARNER OpENS NEW FACIlITy IN MEXICO

Turbos for America

The turbo is gaining in popularity. Worldwide 
demand for this technology, which makes 
a significant contribution toward reducing 
fuel consumption and exhaust emissions, 
continues to enjoy strong growth. Demand 
for turbocharged diesel and gasoline engines 
with direct fuel injection is surging in North 
America in particular. In order to meet the 
growing clamor for modern turbochargers 
in this market, BorgWarner Turbo Systems 
added a new facility in the Mexican city 

More than 150 employees manufacture turbochargers for 
the North American market at the new site near Monterrey 
in Mexico.
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BORGWARNER pRESENTS TECHNOlOGy SHOW AT pSA pEUGEOT CITROËN

BorgWarner was given the opportunity to present 
pioneering drive technologies to a selected audi-
ence in mid-February 2011. The automotive supplier 
visited PSA Peugeot Citroën in Paris and introduced 
new solutions aimed at reducing fuel consumption 
and emissions.

The technology shows, which BorgWarner has organized 
at auto manufacturers’ sites for many years, have proven to 
be an excellent opportunity to establish direct contact with 
important customers beyond the major automotive trade 
fairs. It was in this context that the automotive supplier 
organized an interesting program inkeeping with the motto 
“Journée innovation” in the pSA technology center in la 
Garenne, paris. In addition to a spacious stand showcasing 
a variety of product samples, the senior pSA employees 
were able to take in a range of lectures focusing on innova-
tive solutions for reducing fuel consumption and emissions 
in diesel and gasoline engines.

With the Turbo Systems, Drivetrain Systems, BERU Systems, 
Morse TEC and Emissions Systems divisions, BorgWarner 
now offers a wide range of technologies that make a key 
contribution to improving automobile powertrains with 
regard to efficiency and environmental friendliness. These 
include the latest turbocharging systems with variable 
turbine geometry and efficient exhaust gas recirculation 
systems as well as variable camshaft timing and tech nically 
sophisticated ignition systems. All technologies presented 
were met with huge interest and were discussed in depth 
among the pSA specialists and engineers as well as 
the marketing experts from BorgWarner. Once again, the 
automotive supplier was able to prove its expertise as 
a drive specialist with this exciting presentation of new 
technology in paris.

Pre-view
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Boost to the MAX 
Ford C-MAX shows that sporting performance 

and economy can go hand in hand

Excellent! 
Buick Excelle and Chevrolet Cruze 

with BorgWarner turbocharging

Double anniversary 
Happy birthday to both the Kibo 

and Campinas sites!

INNOVATIVE FOUR-CYLINDER TURBODIESEL MAKES 
THE S-CLASS A CHAMPION OF FUEL EFFICIENCY

Fantastic four

 Do you think a colleague might 

also like to receive a regular edition 

of TurboNews?

 Company, name, e-mail address to:

ksprengart@borgwarner.com

BorgWarner specialists presented 
innovative solutions for diesel 
and gasoline engines in a series 
of exciting lectures.

A wide range of technologies 
was discussed on the basis of 
numerous diagrams and product 
samples.

BorgWarner specialists presented 
innovative solutions for diesel 
and gasoline engines in a series 
of exciting lectures.
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